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June 22, 2018 

 

 

Comment Intake  
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
1700 G Street NW 
Washington, DC  20552 
Email: FederalRegisterComments@cfpb.gov 

Re: Comments Regarding the Bureau’s Adopted and Inherited Regulations 
 Docket Nos. CFPB-2018-0011 and CFPB-2018-0012 

Dear Sir or Madam,  

I am writing on behalf of the California and Nevada Credit Union Leagues (Leagues), one of the largest 
state trade associations for credit unions in the United States, representing the interests of more than 250 
credit unions and their approximately 10.5 million members/consumers. The Leagues welcome the 
opportunity to provide comments to the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (Bureau) in response to 
its Requests for Information (RFI) regarding the content and substance of the Bureau’s adopted and 
inherited regulations. 

Since the Bureau’s creation, it has adopted a number of rules mandated by Congress as well as in 
discretionary rulemakings. The Bureau has also issued rules that amended other consumer financial 
protection regulations that were transferred to the Bureau in July 2011 by the Dodd-Frank Act (DFA). 
These regulations, previously vested in other Federal agencies, are referred to as the Bureau’s inherited 
regulations. As the Bureau’s RFI permits1, our comments herein address any Bureau issued regulation, 
regardless of whether the rule was originally adopted by the Bureau or was transferred to, or inherited by, 
the Bureau and subsequently amended.  

Tailored Regulations and Small Credit Union Exemptions  

There are very significant differences between member-owned, not-for-profit credit unions and other 
financial institutions and lenders who acted irresponsibly in the years leading up to the financial crisis. In 
fact, the Bureau has repeatedly said that credit unions did not cause the financial crisis and they operate 
in a responsible and consumer-friendly manner. However, despite the fact that credit unions are not the 
bad actors the DFA was meant to address, credit unions are continually swept into one-size-fits-all rules. 

Credit unions often have to make the tough choice to limit or eliminate certain products or services due to 
the high cost of compliance with a rule or the high liability a rule places on them for inadvertent non-
compliance. When this happens, consumers are harmed through higher costs and fewer choices in the 
market place.  

For example, in a recent survey conducted by the Credit Union National Association (CUNA) more than 
four in 10 credit unions (44%) that offered mortgage loans sometime during the past five years have 
either eliminated certain mortgage products and services (33%) or stopped offering mortgage loans 
(11%), primarily due to the burden from Bureau regulations. As one of our credit unions said, “We could 
not afford the costs (software, disclosures, forms, training, etc.) to implement the CFBP's mortgage rules. 
We were required to exit the home mortgage business at a time when our members were begging us to 
refinance their home loans.” 

 

                                                 
1 Federal Register; 83 FR 12288; March 21, 2018 
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In another example, 55 percent of credit unions that offered international remittances sometime during the 
past five years having either cut back or eliminated this service. Those who do continue to offer the 
service have had to increase fees. In another quote from one of our credit unions, “Our costs paid to our 
processor for international wires/remittances increased 38% after the CFPB regulation on Remittances. 
Our fees to members for a sending a wire increased from $40 to $55 to absorb the additional costs.” 

When Congress passed the DFA, it specifically recognized the need to appropriately tailor regulations 
and provided the Bureau with exemption authority. Specifically, Section 1022(b)(3)(a) of the DFA gives 
the Bureau authority to “exempt any class of covered persons, service providers or consumer financial 
products or services” from Title X regulations. Then, in 2016, Congress reinforced this authority in letters 
to the Bureau signed by 329 Members of the House of Representatives and 70 Senators. These letters 
clarified Congress’ intent and urged the Bureau to use their exemption authority to ensure regulations do 
not have the unintended consequences of limiting services or increasing costs for credit union members. 

Recommendations:  

• Rather than drafting rules with a one-size-fits-all approach, the Bureau should draft them narrowly 
to address those engaged in abusive behavior.  

• The Bureau should utilize its statutory authority under Section 1022 of the DFA to exempt credit 
unions from its rulemakings whenever possible.  

• The Bureau should consult with the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) prior to issuing 
proposed and final rules to determine how a rule might impact the safety and soundness of credit 
unions, how the regulatory costs might impact small credit unions, and how our prudential 
regulator may already be addressing the same issue.  

Mortgage Origination Rules 

The Leagues agree that consumers should have clear and appropriate disclosures when obtaining a 
mortgage loan. However, we have heard from our member credit unions that the Ability to Repay (ATR) 
underwriting requirements and the Truth-in-Lending Act and Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 
Integrated Disclosure (TRID) rules have created significant compliance burdens and costs on credit 
unions and, as a result, consumers have experienced unnecessary barriers, excessive wait times, and 
increased costs.  

Our member credit unions report that the TRID rules have increased their loan closing time by 
approximately two weeks. Also, as an example of increased consumer costs, one credit union estimates 
that since the inception of these two rules their member borrowers utilizing their first mortgage origination 
services have each experienced $54 in increased one-time fees and $237 in increased annual mortgage 
costs. That means over the expected seven-year average life of those mortgage loans, each of those 
consumers will have paid approximately $1710 in additional mortgage costs because of these two 
regulations. To quote our member, “That seems like incredibly expensive ‘protection’.” 

Especially troublesome is the mandatory three-day wait period after a new closing disclosure (CD) is 
issued and consummation of the loan. This three-day wait period can be harmful to consumers. Mortgage 
lending is a fluid process. Regardless of how well prepared or well informed a member is, there are times 
when a change is necessary. For example, a member may require a higher loan amount or a different 
loan program. There may be an increase in Loan Level Price Adjustments due to changes in borrower 
circumstance and/or loan profile. Any one of these examples will trigger issuance of a revised CD and an 
additional three-day wait period. A member should have the ability to waive the wait period when time is 
of the essence. This is especially true for purchase transactions; otherwise, the member may be subject 
to extension and penalty fees which can be significant. The delay can also impact investor delivery 
timelines which have their own financial and performance consequences.  
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The waiting period is also confusing to consumers and this confusion can result in extreme 
inconvenience. For example, one credit union reports that a credit union member experienced substantial 
inconveniences and expenses due to the CD waiting period. This member lived in a motel for three days 
while also paying for a fully loaded moving van while they waited for their mortgage loan to close. 

Recommendations: 

• The Bureau should modify the rules to allow consumers to waive the waiting period for reasons 
other than a “bona fide personal financial emergency.” [1026.19(f)] 

• The Bureau should promptly issue regulations to implement Section 109 of the Economic Growth, 
Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act2 (S. 2155) which removes the three-day wait 
period required for the TRID closing disclosure when a creditor extends to a consumer a second 
offer of credit with a lower annual percentage rate. 

On purchase transactions, the party that holds both seller and buyer information is the Title Company, not 
the lender. In order to complete the CD, the credit union must contact Title for seller fees. This is an 
ineffective and inefficient process that adds time and manpower to a process that worked seamlessly 
before, in the form of the HUD-1 issued by Title.  

Recommendation: 

• The Bureau should modify the rules to require the title company, as keeper of all transaction 
details, to issue the CD; not the lender. 

Failure to comply with TRID requirements can have significant consequences, including the risk of private 
lawsuits for disclosure violations. Aside from computer errors, even the most practiced person can make 
a mistake. The ability to cure an error has always been a pillar of regulatory compliance. 

Recommendation: 

• The Bureau should modify Regulation Z to allow for an ability to cure disclosure violations prior to 
the right to proceed with litigation. Litigation should always be the last resort. It is disruptive, time 
consuming, expensive, and ultimately increases the cost of doing business which, more often 
than not, is passed on to consumers. 

The Bureau defines a qualified mortgage (QM) loan as a loan without negative-amortization, interest-only, 
or balloon-payment features or terms that exceed 30 years. The loan may not have points and fees that 
exceed specified limits. Both of these requirements are reasonable. However, capping the debt-to-income 
(DTI) ratio at 43% is both arbitrary and onerous. It also fails to take into consideration two of the four Cs 
of prudent underwriting – collateral and capital. Non-QM loans as currently defined restricts the ability of 
credit unions to serve their members and harms the very consumers the Bureau is trying to protect. 

Section 101 of S.2155 provides a QM safe harbor for certain mortgage loans originated and held in 
portfolio by a credit union with less than $10 billion in assets.  

In addition, Regulation Z, 1026.43, provides a QM safe harbor for qualified mortgage loans that are 
eligible for sale to the Government-Sponsored Enterprises (GSEs). This exemption allows lenders to 
exceed the 43% DTI threshold; however, the exemption is set to expire in 2021. 

Following are some real life situations where, if not for portfolio lending and the ability to sell loans to the 
GSEs, credit unions would have had to turn away members even though everything about the member 
profile points to appropriate risk. These members have very few other alternatives in the market and 
those alternatives come at significant cost (i.e., high cost lenders): 

✓ Opportunity to purchase a home, especially first time homebuyers 

✓ Refinance an adjustable rate loan into a fixed rate mortgage 

                                                 
2 Public Law No: 115-174 (May 24, 2018) 
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✓ Lower payments, consolidate debt and/or reduce debt 

✓ Have high disposable income dollars 

✓ Life events – recent college graduate, small business owner, retiree, etc. 

Recommendations: 

• The Bureau should remove the 2021 sunset for qualified mortgage loans that are eligible for sale 
to the GSEs and make this category a permanent safe harbor exemption. [1026.43(e)(4)(iii)(B)] 

• The Bureau should reconsider the arbitrary 43% DTI threshold and instead adopt the GSE 
equivalent DTI threshold, providing consistency in the market and allowing credit unions to serve 
more low- and moderate-income members and first-time home buyers. [1026.43(e)(2)(vi)] 

• The Bureau should promptly issue regulations to implement S. 2155, Section 101 which provides 
a QM safe harbor for certain mortgage loans originated and held in portfolio by a credit union with 
less than $10 billion in assets. 

Mortgage Servicing Regulations 

The Bureau has stated that it tailored its servicing rules by making certain exemptions for small servicers 
that service 5,000 or fewer mortgage loans. However, significant requirements under the servicing rules 
are excluded from the exemption and must be followed by large and small servicers alike. Small servicers 
remain subject to requirements related to successors-in-interest and force-placed insurance.  

A servicer may force-place insurance when a borrower’s hazard insurance is expiring, has expired, or 
provides insufficient coverage. The servicer may assess on the borrower any premium charge or fee for 
the insurance, provided certain notices are provided to the borrower. [1024.37] 

Recommendations: 

• The Bureau should amend the language of the force-placed hazard insurance model notices to: 
(a) include reference to a policy that provides insufficient coverage, and (b) include the amount of 
possible premiums charged by the insurance underwriter and the minimum coverage 
requirements acceptable to the lienholder. [Appendix MS-3 to Part 1024] 

• The Bureau should expand the small servicer exemption to fully exclude application of the 
following Regulation Z provisions to successors-in-interest:  

▪ 1026.20 – Disclosure requirements regarding post-consummation events; and 

▪ 1026.36 – Prohibited acts or practices and certain requirements for credit secured by a 
dwelling. 

• The Bureau should extend the small servicer exemption to fully exclude application of the 
following provisions found in RESPA’s Regulation X, including for successors-in-interest: 

▪ Subpart C – Mortgage Servicing, including: mortgage servicing transfers, error resolution 
procedures, requests for information, force-placed insurance requirements; and 

▪ 1024.17 – Escrow accounts. 

Remittances 

The remittance rule imposed many new requirements that resulted in inefficiencies and less consumer 
access. The remittance rule requires a pre-payment disclosure, a post-purchase disclosure, and a 30-
minute waiting period. The requirement to provide taxes, fees, exchange rates, and the date funds will be 
available on the disclosures is costly, difficult to obtain, and creates a liability on the provider. Many credit 
unions have to rely on third parties to provide the required information as they do not have the resources 
or relationships with foreign banks to be able to obtain this information on their own. 
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As a result of the costs, inefficiencies, and liabilities associated with the remittance rule, 55 percent of 
credit unions that have offered international remittances sometime during the past five years have either 
cut back or eliminated the service. Many of those credit unions who have continued the service have had 
to increase their fees.  

While the majority of the requirements under the remittance rule come directly from the DFA, the Bureau 
has some discretion in defining who is a “remittance transfer provider.” The statutory definition of a 
provider is any person or financial institution that provides remittance transfers for a consumer “in the 

normal course of its business…3”  In August 2012 the Bureau used their authority to determine the phrase 

“in the normal course of its business” means any financial institution that provides 100 or fewer remittance 

transfers in both the prior and current calendar year4. The Bureau regularly cites this exemption threshold 

as an example of regulatory relief to small entities. As evidenced by the large percentage of credit unions 
who curtailed or exited the business, we disagree. 

Recommendation: 

• The CFPB should re-propose the remittances rule with an increased exemption threshold of at 
least 1,000. This would more appropriately tailor the regulation to affect only those who regularly 
engage in the remittance transfers business. [1005.30(f)(2)] 

In general, a sender may cancel a remittance transfer within 30 minutes after the sender pays for the 
remittance transfer. In practicality, this has resulted in providers delaying the transfer for 30 minutes in 
order to ensure the sender does not cancel. This requirement not only contributes to the inefficiencies, 
but it causes consumer confusion and frustration. Members do not want to wait 30 minutes before their 
funds are sent; they want the transaction processed when requested.  

Recommendation: 

• The Bureau should eliminate the 30-minute waiting period. [1005.34] 

Requirements for Higher-Priced Mortgage Loans 

A higher-priced mortgage loan (HPML) is defined generally as a closed-end consumer credit transaction 
secured by the consumer's principal dwelling with an annual percentage rate that exceeds the average 
prime offer rate for a comparable transaction by 1.5 or more percentage points. When a loan is 
considered a HPML, the lender is required to escrow for property taxes and insurance for a minimum of 
five years.  

This rule does not consider lending for loans secured by mobile homes. The interest rates on mobile 
home loans are generally slightly higher (e.g., 2 percentage points) than the interest rates on loans 
secured by conventional single-family homes. This higher pricing is necessary to offset losses sustained 
due to mobile home park conversions or the termination of land leases.  

In California, which has some of the most expensive housing in the country, mobile homes are often one 
of the most affordable housing options available. Prior to the HPML rules, credit unions could offer 
competitive and consumer-friendly mobile home loans. The loans played an important role in serving 
consumers struggling with the high cost of housing. However, credit unions report that they have exited 
this market due to the onerous requirements and additional liability of the HPML rule, which would have 
made the competitively priced mobile home loan programs unprofitable and not sustainable. As a result, 
consumers have fewer affordable options.  

  

                                                 
3 Dodd-Frank Act §1073(a)(4) 
4 Federal Register; 77 FR 50247; August 20, 2012 
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Recommendations: 

• The Bureau should provide an exemption from the escrow requirements for loans secured by 
mobile homes, or at a minimum, set an interest rate exemption threshold that considers the 
unique pricing needs for mobile home loans. [1026.35] 

• The Bureau should promptly issue regulations to implement S. 2155, Section 108 which exempts 
financial institutions with assets of $10 billion or less that originated 1,000 or fewer first mortgage 
loans in the previous year from the requirement to establish escrow accounts for higher-priced 
mortgage loans. 

Model Notice for Overdraft Services 

Regulation E, Section 1005.17, prescribes the requirements for overdraft services. Generally, a financial 
institution holding a consumer's account shall not assess a fee for paying an ATM or one-time debit card 
transaction pursuant to the institution's overdraft service, unless the institution: (a) provides the consumer 
with a notice describing the institution’s overdraft service; (b) provides the consumer reasonable 
opportunity to opt-in; (c) obtains the consumer’s affirmative consent; and (d) provides the consumer with 
confirmation of their consent and notice of their right to revoke consent.  

Regulation E requires use of a consent form that is substantially similar to Model Form A-9. Section 
1005.17(d) states, “The notice required by paragraph (b)(1)(i) of this section shall be substantially similar 
to Model Form A-9 set forth in Appendix A of this part, include all applicable items in this paragraph, and 
may not contain any information not specified in or otherwise permitted by this paragraph.” 

In complying with this requirement and use of the model form, credit unions are unable to describe what 
balance the credit union uses (e.g., current balance, ledger balance, available balances not subject to 
POS holds, etc.) for overdraft purposes. The model form language simply says “when you do not have 
enough money in your account to cover a transaction.”  

An outstanding debit card authorization reduces a consumer’s available balance in their account even 
though the actual purchase has not yet posted, creating a difference between current (ledger) balance 
and available balance. For example: a consumer purchases three airline tickets for $300 each and the 
merchant places a hold on their debit card for $900; when the transaction comes through it is three 
separate debits of $300 each, leaving the $900 hold on the account until it expires in three to five days 
rather than canceling the $900 hold. The credit union cannot control the merchant’s behavior or how the 
items post. Therefore, is important that credit unions have the ability to describe how the credit union 
determines a consumer’s balance for overdraft purposes.  

This inability to describe how the credit union determines a consumer’s balance for overdraft purposes 
creates UDAAP issues and have subjected credit unions to lawsuits.  

Recommendations 

• The Bureau should amend 1005.17(d) and the model form notice A-9 to allow financial institutions 
the ability describe what balance the credit union uses and how that balance is determined. 

Small Business Lending 

Section 1071 of the Dodd-Frank Act amends the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) to require financial 
institutions to compile, maintain, and submit to the Bureau certain data on credit applications by women-
owned, minority-owned, and small businesses. This is one of the last remaining required rulemakings in 
the Dodd-Frank Act. 

Credit unions can only lend to their members. Therefore, like the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA), 
data provided under this rule could be misinterpreted and appear skewed.  
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Recommendation:  

• The Bureau should use its Section 1022 Exemption Authority to fully exempt credit unions from 
this rulemaking.  

The Dodd-Frank Act required 17 new data points for HMDA reporting. However, the Bureau used their 
discretion and added 16 additional data points. Congress recently enacted S. 2155 that established 
reasonable exemptions from the additional HMDA reporting mandated by the DFA. Now we are faced 
with another potential rule where the Bureau has discretionary authority to require more data than 
specified in the DFA. 

Recommendation:  

• Absent a full exemption for credit unions, the Bureau should limit the dataset to those mandated 
by the DFA and establish an appropriate reporting compliance threshold. 

In addition to the above, and absent a full exemption for credit unions, we offer the following suggestions 
regarding this mandated rulemaking.  

Recommendations:  

• A clear and concise definition of “Small Business” is needed. The SBA’s definition of “Small 
Business,” which is based on NAICS codes, is complicated and it will likely lead to inaccurate 
data collection and difficulty for business members applying for loans. 

• Because small businesses can have complex ownership structures, we recommend that data 
only be collected on self-identified beneficial owners with 25% or more ownership of each 
borrowing entity. Also, since guarantors may or may not have ownership interests, we 
recommend data not be collected on a non-owner guarantor or minority owner (less than 25%) of 
the borrowing entity. 

• Data collection should be limited to loans for commercial and industrial purposes where the 
revenues from the on-going business operations of the business are the primary source of 
repayment of the loan; loans made on investment commercial real estate should be exempt. 

• The collection of required data will be costly and burdensome. We recommend that lenders only 
be obligated to inquire whether an applicant is a women-owned, minority-owned, or small 
business (Covered Entity). Lenders should be allowed to rely fully on the responses given by the 
borrower and should not be required to verify the information. 

Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA)  

When Congress enacted the FDCPA they purposefully exempted first-party creditors, including credit 
unions. Congress recognized that including credit unions in a statute addressing abusive debt collection 
practices is unnecessary because credit unions are highly-regulated and supervised, and have 
longstanding relationships with their members. Since the enactment of the FDCPA, no subsequent law, 
including the DFA, has changed this directive. Recently, the Bureau has indicated they intend to issue a 
proposed rule focused on FDCPA collectors. 

The Bureau has issued debt collection bulletins that attempt to use their Unfair, Deceptive, or Abusive 
Acts or Practices (UDAAP) and enforcement authority to establish regulatory expectations. It is unclear 
what force of law these bulletins have, and the lack of transparency surrounding them outside of the 
rulemaking process creates unclear requirements and due process concerns. 

Recommendations: 

• We agree with a targeted rulemaking approach that focuses on third-party debt collectors that 
engage in deceptive, abusive and/or illegal collection practices. Any rulemaking should exclude 
credit unions and other lenders that collect their own debts and follow the FDCPA.  
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• We urge the Bureau to work closely with the NCUA prior to issuing any rule and strive to 
understand the credit union difference.  

• The Bureau should refrain from using its UDAAP and enforcement authority to establish 
regulatory expectations.  

• Further, the Bureau should withdraw debt collection bulletins that attempt to use the UDAAP 
authority to place new requirements on creditors despite no statutory changes in the FDCPA or 
the Federal Credit Union Act.  

S. 2155, The Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act 

The Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act (S. 2155) provides significant 
regulatory relief for community based financial institutions, such as credit unions. However, many of the 
provisions in the Act do not prescribe effective dates.  

We strongly urge the Bureau to make issuing implementing regulations for the following provisions a high 
priority.  

• Section 101. Minimum Standards for Residential Mortgage Loans: Provides a qualified mortgage 
safe harbor for certain mortgage loans originated and held in portfolio by a credit union with less 
than $10 billion in assets. 

• Section 103. Access to Affordable Mortgages: Provides an exemption from appraisal 
requirements when the subject property is in a rural area, the transaction is less than $400,000, 
and other criteria are met. 

• Section 104. Home Mortgage Disclosure Act Adjustment (HMDA) and Study: Provides an 
exemption from the additional HMDA reporting requirements mandated by the DFA if the lender 
issued fewer than 500 closed-end loans or 500 open-end lines of credit in each of the two 
preceding calendar years. 

• Section 108. Escrow Requirements for Higher-Priced Mortgage Loans: Exempts financial 
institutions with assets of $10 billion or less that originated 1,000 or fewer first mortgage loans in 
the previous year from the requirement to establish escrow accounts for higher-priced mortgage 
loans. 

• Section 109. No Wait for Lower Mortgage Rates: Removes the three-day wait period required for 
the TRID closing disclosure if a creditor extends to a consumer a second offer of credit with a 
lower annual percentage rate. 

Conclusion 

Credit unions consistently provide consumer-friendly, safe, and transparent products and services to their 
members and should be afforded exemptions from onerous rules designed to address bad actors. The 
Bureau should take this opportunity to examine all adopted and inherited rules to determine where they 
can be better tailored to allow credit unions to serve their members.  

We thank you for the opportunity to comment on the RFIs regarding the Bureau’s adopted and inherited 
rules. If you have any questions about our comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

Sincerely, 

 

Diana R. Dykstra 
President and CEO 
California and Nevada Credit Union Leagues 
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